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whichestablishes(3). Equalityholds ifAi= nsince02(x) is strictly
log-convex.
Now let 43(x)=(1- x)/x; then +3(x) is log-convexfor 0 <x < ' and log-concavefor
2 6?x< 1. Also letA= (A1,...,A), where0 <Ai < . Clearly
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As Ai ,..,
so that
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establishing
(4).
Finally,letA1= ((n- l)A 1...X(n- l)An) and letA 2= (l -A 1 -An) whereAi > 0,lAi 1.
It
It can be easilyverified
function.
thatA1>-A2.By Theorem1,g(x)=lli"=1xiis a Schur-concave
thenfollowsthat
n

(n-lI)n II Ai=
i=l
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provinginequality(2).
It is apparentthat many additionalinequalitiesof the Weierstrassproducttype can be
formulated
and provedby choosingtheappropriatelog-concavefunction,
forming
productsto
obtaina Schur-convex
function,
and thenusingDefinition2 above.
The research
forthispaperwas sponsored
by AirForceOfficeof Scientific
Research,USAF, AFSC, under
AFOSR Grant74-2581C.Reproduction
is permitted
foranypurposeoftheUnitedStatesGovernment.
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REGULATED FUNCTIONS: BOURBAKIS ALTERNATIVE TO
THE RIEMANN INTEGRAL

S. K. BERBERLAN

1. Introduction.
At theoutset,I hastento say thatI remaina "Riemannloyalist":poundfor
pound,theRiemanniancircleof ideas can't be beat forits instructional
value to thebeginning
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studentof analysis.Consequently,
I wouldn'tgo so faras to suggestthatthetheoryof regulated
functionsreplacethe Riemannintegralin the beginningundergraduate
analysiscourse;however, in a graduatecourse in real variables,the theoryof regulatedfunctionscan be an
entertaining
alternative
to a routinereviewof theRiemannintegral;and it is in some waysa
moreinstructive
preludeto theLebesguetheory,
as I hope to persuadethereaderin thisbrief
"comparative
anatomy"of integration
theories.
2. Regulatedfunctions.
closedinterval
In thefollowing,
[a,b] denotesa fixed,nondegenerate
of thereal line R, and f, g, F,... are real-valuedfunctionson [a,b], assumedto be bounded
whentheyneed to be bounded.
In theclass of Riemann-integrable
functions,
ExhibitA is theclass of continuousfunctions;
ExhibitB is the class of monotonefunctions(and its linearspan, the functionsof bounded
variation).Thereis a property
sharedby thesetwospecialclassesof functions:
at everypointof
theinterval,
thefunction
possessesfiniteone-sidedlimits.Sucha function
is said to be regulated.
(A rationaleforthe terminology:
such a functionis "limitedon theleft"and "limitedon the
right."The classicalterm:function
withonlydiscontinuities
of the"firstkind.")The regulated
functions
forman algebraof functions
forthepointwiseoperations,
by thealgebraicproperties
of limitibility
(in otherwords,by thecontinuity
of the algebraicoperationson real numbers).
Every regulatedfunctionis bounded (by an easy contradictionargumentbased on the
Weierstrass-Bolzano
theorem).The uniformlimitof regulatedfunctionsis regulated,by the
themost
"iteratedlimitstheorem"[5,p. 149,Th. 7.11].Fromtheviewpoint
ofintegration
theory,
thatis, a functionwithfinitely
transparent
exampleof a regulatedfunctionis a stepfunction,
many values, each assumed on an interval,possiblydegenerate(in otherwords,a linear
limitof
combination
of intervals,
of characteristic
functions
possiblydegenerate).
Everyuniform
step functionsis regulated.In fact,thereare no otherregulatedfunctions:everyregulated
based on the
functionis theuniform
limitof stepfunctions
thesame argument,
(by essentially
Heine-Boreltheorem,used to show thata continuousfunctionis uniformly
approximableby
stepfunctions)[1, Ch. 2, ? 1, no. 3, Th. 3]; [2, p. 139,Th. 7.6.1].A stepfunction
f comesvery
close to havinga continuousanti-derivative:
thereexistsa continuousfunctionF (necessarily
piecewiselinear)whosederivative
existsand is equal tof(x) exceptat thefinitely
manypointsof
off; suggestively,
discontinuity
3F'(x) = f(x) f.e.,
where"f.e." means "withfinitely
manyexceptions."This implies,by a standardtheoremon
term-by-term
differentiation
[5, p. 152,Th. 7.17],thatforeveryregulatedfunction
f, thereis a
continuousfunctionF whosederivativeexistsand is equal tof(x) forall but countablymany
valuesof x; suggestively,
3F'(x) =f(x) c.e.,
where"c.e." means"withcountablymanyexceptions."
3. An elementary
integration
theory.The foregoing
discussionsuggeststhisdefinition:
call F
a primitive
off if (1) F is continuous,
and (2) 3F'(x) =f(x) c.e. (More precisely,
one could say
thatF is a "c.e.-primitive"
off. If F'(x) =f(x) forall x, one calls F a strictprimitive
off; we
remarkthattherangeoff mustthenbe an interval[5, p. 108,Th. 5.12].)As notedabove,every
regulatedfunction
has a primitive.
(The converseis false; see Section6 below.)
Iff has a primitive
F, one is temptedto define
fbf

= F(b)-F(a).

This'is a legitimate
definition,
sinceany twoprimitives
off mustdiffer
by a constant,by virtue
of thefollowing
result[1, Ch. 1, ?2, no. 3, Cor. of Th. 2]: If H is continuousand if 3H'(x)=0
c.e.,thenH is constant.(Indeed,it suffices
to supposethatH is continuousand that3H,'(x) = 0
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c.e., whereHr' denotesrightderivative.)
One has herethemakingsof an elementary
theoryof
integration:
call a function
ifit has a primitive
f: [a,b]-*R integrable
F in theabove sense,and
thendefinef bf= F(b) - F(a). The integrablefunctions
forma linearspace (but not a linear
algebra,as notedin Section6); theuniformlimitof integrablefunctions
is integrable,
by the
theoremon term-by-term
mentionedearlier.In thisintegration
differentiation
theory,theclass
of "primitives"
is the class of functionsF: [a,b]-*R such that(1) F is continuous,and (2)
3F'(x) c.e. Examples:F continuousand monotone;moregenerally,
(i) F continuousand of
boundedvariation[6, p. 1071,or (ii) F continuousand convex[1, Ch. 1, ?4, no. 4, Prop. 8].
iff is monotone(hencef has a primitive),
(Incidentally,
theneveryprimitive
off is convex[1,
Ch. 2, ?1, no. 3, Prop.4].)
REMARK. Iff is integrable
and g =f c.e., theng is integrable
(withthesame primitives
as I);
thisfollowstrivially
fromthedefinitions.

4. The Lebesgueintegral.Lebesgue's "fundamental
theoremof calculus" gives a succinct
characterization
of Lebesgue-integrability
[6,pp. 198,201]: A functionf
is Lebesgue-integrable
if
and onlyif thereexistsan absolutely
F suchthatF'(x) =f(x) a.e.; one then
continuous
function
has f lf(x)dx = F(b) - F(a). Relevanthereis thefollowingfact:If H is absolutelycontinuous
and H'(x)=0 a.e., thenH is constant[6, p. 205]. (Incidentally,
one cannotweaken"absolutely
continuous"to "continuousof boundedvariation,"as is shownby Lebesgue'sfamousexample
of a nonconstant
continuousincreasingfunctionwhosederivative
vanishesalmosteverywhere
[3, p. 96].) In Lebesgue'stheory,
theclass of "primitives"
is theclass of absolutelycontinuous
functions
(such a functionalwayspossessesa derivative
a.e.).
REMARK.

Iff is Lebesgue-integrable
and g =f a.e., theng is Lebesgue-integrable
(withsame

as J).
"6absolutelycontinuous,
a.e.-primitives"

5. The Riemannintegral.Here f denotes a bounded function,Df its set of points of
discontinuity.
The succinctcriterionfor Riemann-integrability
is thatof Lebesgue:f is Riemann-integrable
if and onlyif Df is Lebesgue-negligible
[6, p. 142].Then the formulaF(x)=
dt definesan absolutelycontinuous(indeed,Lipschitz)function,
Af(t)
f
withF'(x) =f(x) a.e.
and in particularforx z Df.
The class of "primitives"
F forthistheoryis somewhatclumsyto describe:(1) F is Lipschitz
(henceabsolutelycontinuous,
withboundedderivative),
and (2) thereexistsa boundedfunction
f: [a, b]--R, continuousa.e., suchthatF'(x) =f(x) a.e.
The Riemann-integrable
functions
forman algebraof functions,
closedunderuniform
limits;
thisis easy to see, forinstance,fromLebesgue'scriterion.
REMARK. Iff is Riemann-integrable
and g =f c.e.,it does notfollowthatg is Riemann-integrable.(For example,letfbe thefunction
identically
zero,g thecharacteristic
function
of theset
ofrationalnumbersin [a,b].) Of courseall is wellif"c.e." is replacedby "f.e."Thus,in a sense,
in the Riemanntheorythe natural"negligible"sets are the finitesets; and, in thissense,the
"c.e." theorydescribedin Section3 above is moreflexible.
Iff is continuousc.e. and is bounded,thenf is Riemann-integrable
(by Lebesgue'scriterion)
and the functionF(x)= f?(t)dt is a c.e.-primitive
of f (and is absolutelycontinuous-even
Lipschitz).Example:f any regulatedfunction[1, Ch. 2, ? 1, no. 3, Th. 3].

6. Miscellaneous
examples.Let us writeC fortheclassof continuousrealfunctions
on [a,b],
BV forthefunctions
of boundedvariation,
L fortheregulatedfunctions,
R fortheRiemann-integrablefunctions,
L' forthe Lebesgue-integrable
functions,
and I forthe class of functions
in thesenseof Section3. One has thediagram,shownin Figure1,wherethelines
"integrable"
represent
inclusionrelations(all ofthemproper,as we shallsee).
L cR properly:Let (x,) be a sequencein [a,b],a <xn < b, such thatx,,->a, and letf be the
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BV
FIG. 1

characteristic
functionof the set S ={x,x2,

x3,... ).

f(a +) does notexist,thusf e L.
f E R; however,

The set of discontinuities
of f is S, thus

L c I properly:If one had L = I, thenI wouldbe an algebraof functions;
thus,it willsuffice
to exhibitfunctions
f, g in I suchthatfgi I. Let [1, Ch. 2, ?2, Exer.4] f and g be functions
on
[a,b] thatpossessstrictprimitives,
and forwhichthereexistsa continuousfunction
H: [a,b]-*R
such that(i) 3H,'(x)=f(x)g(x) on [a,b), and (ii) the set {x:H is not differentiable
at x) is
uncountable.It followsthatfg has no primitive;
for,ifK werea primitive
offg,one wouldhave
(H - K)'(x) = 0 c.e.; thenH woulddiffer
fromK onlyby a constant,
whichcontradicts
property
(ii). (Incidentally,
consideration
of theidentity
fg=[(f+ g)2 -f2 - g2] showsthatthereexistsa
function
h suchthath admitsa strictprimitive
but h2admitsno primitive.)
It is straightforward
to see thattheremaining
inclusionsin thediagramare proper.(Here is a
deviousway of seeingthatR cL' properly:If one had R =L', thenL' wouldbe an algebraof
functions;thenfe L' would implyf2e L'; thatis,fe L2; but LIZL 2 (look at the function
x -1/2 in theunitinterval).)
remarksshow.
No inclusionrelationexistsbetweenR and I, as thefollowing
I Z R: Indeed,thereexistsa functionthatpossessesa strictprimitive
but is not Riemann-integrable[3, p. 43].
R Z I: Letf be thecharacteristic
of theternary
Cantorsetin [a,b]= [0,1]. It is easy
function
to see thattheset of discontinuities
off is theCantorset,consequently
f E R. However,f i I.
For,iff had a primitive
F in thesenseof Section3, one wouldhave F(x) = f xf(t)dt+ F(O) for
all x [4, p. 299, Exer. 18.41(d)]; sincef(t)= 0 a.e., thismeansthatF is constant.Then F'(x) = 0
forall x; but,by hypothesis,
F'(x) =f(x) forall but countablymanyvaluesof x, consequently
F'(x) = 1 foruncountably
manyx, a contradiction.
Finally,thereis no inclusionrelationbetweenI and L'. On theone hand,L' Z I (betteryet,
R Z I). On the otherhand,let F be a continuousfunctionon [a,b] such thatF'(x) existson
(a,b) but is not Lebesgue-integrable
[4, p. 299, Exer. 18.42]; if f is the functionsuch that
f(x) = F'(x) on (a, b) and (say)f(a) =f(b) = 0, thenf E I butf e L 1.
Based on a talk presentedat the meetingof the Texas Section of the Associationat StephenF. AustinState
Universityin Nacogdoches (March 31-April 1, 1978).
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